LIGHTING UP THE WORLD: TEACHING WRITING FOR AGENCY, EMPATHY, AND JUSTICE

Midwinter Retreat
January 19, 2019
Alumni House, University at Albany-SUNY

Dr. Nicole Mirra, Rutgers University
Author of Educating for Empathy: Literacy Learning and Civic Engagement

9am-12pm
(All Capital Region educators welcome!)

• Welcome and Writing into the Day
  Kelly Wissman & Christina Pepe

• Beyond the Golden Rule: Fostering Critical Civic Empathy through Transformative Literacies
  Nicole Mirra

• Youth Panel: Writing for Social Change
  moderated by Alicia Wein

12pm-3pm
(CDWP members)

• Envisioning and Planning Sessions
  Amy Salamone & Nancy Czachor

CTLE credits available

Register at www.albany.edu/cdwp